
Justi�ation of answers by veri�ation ofdependeny relations - The Frenh AVE taskVéronique Morieau, Xavier Tannier, Arnaud Grappy, Brigitte GrauLIR Group - LIMSI (CNRS)first_name.last_name�limsi.frAbstratThis paper presents LIMSI results in Answer Validation Exerise (AVE) 2008 forFrenh. We tested two approahes during this ampaign: a syntax-based strategy anda mahine learning strategy. Results of both approahes are presented and disussed.Categories and Subjet DesriptorsH.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval℄: H.3.1 Content Analysis and Indexing�Linguistiproessing ; H.3.3 Information Searh and RetrievalGeneral TermsMeasurement, Performane, Experimentation.KeywordsQuestion answering, Syntati analysis, Mahine learning.1 IntrodutionThis paper presents LIMSI results in Answer Validation Exerise (AVE) 2008 for Frenh. In thistask, systems have to onsider triplets (question, answer, supporting text) and deide whether theanswer to the question is orret and supported or not aording to the given supporting text.We tested two approahes during this ampaign:
• A syntax-based strategy, where the system deides whether the supporting text is a refor-mulation of the question.
• Amahine learning strategy, where several features are ombined in order to validate answers:presene of ommon words in the question and in the text, word distane, et.Setions 2 and 3 present respetively both approahes while results and omments onerningour systems and the general task are given in Setion 4.2 A syntax-based strategy: FIDJIMost of question-answering (QA) systems an extrat the answer to a fatoid question when thisone is expliitly present in texts, but in the opposite ase, they are not able to ombine di�erentpiees of information for produing an answer. FIDJI1 (Finding In Douments Justi�ations and1CONIQUE Projet ANR-05-BLAN-008501.



Figure 1: Arhiteture of FIDJI and answer validation systemInferenes), an open-domain QA system for Frenh, aims at going beyond this insu�ieny andfouses on introduing text understanding mehanisms relying on inferenes. FIDJI uses syntatiinformation, espeiallly dependeny relations: The goal is to math the dependeny relationsderived from the question and those of the potential answer, as in [8℄. Figure 1 presents thearhiteture of FIDJI and its adjustments for the AVE task. The system is at its beginning andshould evolve a lot in the future.2.1 Proessing of supporting textsOur system relies on syntati analysis provided by Syntex [3℄, a dependeny parser for Frenh.Syntex is used to parse questions as well as the doument olletion from whih answers areextrated. Syntex outputs are here given in an easily readable format. The named entities ofdouments are also tagged. For the AVE task, supporting texts are onsidered as douments fromwhih answers have to be extrated.2.1.1 Syntati analysisTo apply our system to the AVE ompetition, all supporting texts are syntatially parsed. Theapproah is to detet, for a given question (Q)/answer (Aave)/supporting text (T) tuple, if all theharateristis of the question Q an be retrieved in the text T. Then, the answer proposed byour system (Afidji) is ompared to Aave: if Aave=Afidji, the answer is validated and justi�ed byT. To determine if the harateristis of the question Q an be retrieved in text T, FIDJI detetssyntati impliations between Q and T. There are mainly two ases:1. There is an exat mathing between syntati dependenies of Q and T: the NP whih uni�eswith the variable of the question representing the answer is extrated:Example:Q141: Qui est Lionel Mathis ? (Who is Lionel Mathis?)attribut(ANSWER, Mathis)NNPR(Mathis, Lionel) (proper noun relation)Text: Lionel Mathis est un footballeur français né le 4 otobre 1981à Montreuil-sous-Bois (Frane) (Lionel Mathis is a Frenh footballer born. . . )attribut(footballeur, français)attribut(footballeur, né)attribut(footballeur, Mathis)NNPR(Mathis, Lionel)



SUJ(Verbe, NP1) SUJ(Verbe, NP2)OBJ(Verbe, NP2) ⇒ AUX(être, Verbe)modif_par(Verbe, NP1)Figure 2: Example of rewriting rule: ative to passive voie....The lemma whih uni�es with the variable ANSWER of the question is �footballeur� (footballplayer) and the extrated NP is �footballeur français� (Frenh football player). The NP isomposed of the head and its basi modi�ers (noun omplements and adjetives).2. There are syntati impliations between Q and T. Beause of syntati variations, infor-mation in texts are not always expressed in the same way as in questions. Thus, reasoningover syntati dependeny relations is essential. As in [2℄, we have implemented about 30rewriting rules to aount for passive/ative voie, nominalization of verbs [7℄, appositions,oordinations, et.Rewriting rules are applied to parsed supporting texts. In this way, whatever the syntatiform of the question, the system is likely to �nd an equivalent syntati formulation in thegiven supporting text.Example:Q105: Quelle ville a été seouée par un tremblement de terre le 17 janvier ?(Whih ity was hit by an earthquake on the 17th of January?)DATE( , 17 janvier)SUJ(seouer, ANSWER)AUX(être, seouer)modif_par(seouer, tremblement)attribut_de(tremblement, terre)Text: Le tremblement de terre qui a seoué, lundi 17 janvier à 13 h 31, lenord de la région de Los Angeles ne serait pas assoié diretement à lafameuse faille de San-Andreas qui balafre la Californie sur des entainesde kilomètres.SUJ(seouer, tremblement) SUJ(seouer, nord)OBJ(seouer, nord) ⇒ AUX(être, seouer)modif_par(seouer, tremblement)DATE( , 17 janvier)attribut_de(tremblement, terre)attribut_de(nord, région)attribut_de(région, los angeles)The left olumn gives the dependeny relations of the supporting text whih have also beenrewritten into passive voie (right olumn). In this example, all relations of the questionmath with the relations of the supporting text.2.1.2 Named EntitiesThe named entities of texts are tagged with about 20 named entity types (person, organization,loation, nationality, date, number, et.) [4℄. This tagging, ombined with the question analysis,is useful to hek the mathing between the named entity type expeted by the question and theextrated answer type. For example, the following question expets an answer of type LOCATION:



Q113: Où Barbara Hendriks a-t-elle donné son premier onert de l'année ? (Wheredid Barbara Hendriks give her �rst onert of the year?)Text: <enamex type="PERSON">Barbara Hendriks</enamex> a donné son premieronert de l'Année nouvelle à <enamex type="LOCATION-CITY">Sarajevo</enamex>.All the syntati dependeny relations of the supporting text math with those of the questionand the expeted answer type mathes with the type of the extrated answer �Sarajevo�.2.2 Answer extration with FIDJIThe answer extration is based on sentene-level analysis. Sentenes having the maximum numberof dependenies in ommon with the question (in other words: The minimum number of missingrelations) are onsidered. For eah sentene:
• If the slot for the answer in question dependenies is uni�ed in the andidate sentene, thenthe orresponding word is extrated (see setion 2.1.1).
• If not, named entities having the expeted type (if existing) are seleted in the sentene andthe sentene before.Weights are attributed in order to rank answers; As they are not used in AVE, they are notdesribed here.2.3 Answer validation for AVE: heuristisAt the urrent state of our system, a few heuristis are used to validate an answer. The di�erentmodules desribed above provide information onerning:
• In some ases, the mathing (or not) between, on the one hand, the expeted named entitytype and answer type2 and, on the other hand, Aave;
• The rate of syntati dependenies from the question that are also found (after rewriting)in the passage.The answer type heking is e�ient when seeked on a large olletion of douments. It isquite rare to be able to on�rm it in a single passage. For this reason, we did not use this lue atall in our AVE run3. Finally, an answer was validated only if:1. It was also an answer suggested by FIDJI,2. The NE type was the proper one,3. The rate of missing dependenies was under a given threshold. This threshold has beenexperimentally set to 30% by testing di�erent on�gurations on AVE 2006 and AVE 2007olletions.These heuristis have been hosen in order to maximize preision. For an exerise suh as AVE,we think that preision is more important than reall. The seond run, presented in Setion 3,has been designed in order to improve reall rate.Validated vs. seleted. If only one answer was approved by the system, it was marked asSELECTED. When more than one answer were validated, the best one (i.e. the one returned atthe best position by FIDJI) was marked as SELECTED and the others as VALIDATED.2An expliit type suggested by the question, as �prime minister� in �Whih prime minister has...�. Again, wedo not enter into details for this part beause we do not use it in AVE.3But our seond run presented in next setion heks the answer type in a very di�erent way, through Wikipediapages.



Wikipedia. Wikipedia passages were identi�ed by their titles. It is a well-known observationthat Wikipedia artiles onerning persons ontain very long-distane pronominal anaphoras ; formost of them, these referenes an be resolved by replaing the pronoun by the artile title. Weused this simple trik with pronouns �il� (he) and �elle� (she).Results are presented and disussed in setion 4.3 FRASQUES as an entry of a mahine learning systemThe seond system follows a mahine learning approah and applies the question-answering systemFRASQUES [6℄ in order to ompute some of the learning features. The learning set is extratedfrom the data provided by AVE 2006 and ontains 75% of the total data.The hosen lassi�er is a ombination of deision trees with the bagging method. It is providedby the WEKA4 program that allows to test a lot of lassi�ers.The next setions present the di�erent features.The spei� features based on the voabulary are presented in [1℄, while [5℄ shows and evaluatesthese features and presents the mahine learning method.3.1 Common termsIf a passage ontains many terms of the question then it ought to be about the same topi andwould probably ontain the answer. Thus, the �rst feature is the rate of terms of the questionthat are in the supporting text, with or without lexial variations. These variations are reognizedby Fastr [7℄.Among question terms, some play a more important role and are supposed to be found in thesupporting passages or have to be veri�ed. Four partiular roles are distinguished in the questions:
• Fous: The fous is the entity about whih the question is asked and either a harateristior a de�nition of this entity has to be searhed. In �Whih is the politial party of LionelJospin?�, the fous is �Lionel Jospin�.
• Answer type: When the spei� answer type is expliit in a question and reognized ina passage, it allows the system to hek that the proposed answer �ts the expeted typeby applying some syntati rules. In the previous question, the expeted type is �politialparty�.
• Main verb: The verb in the question that has an important role beause it orresponds toan ation or a fat.
• Bi-terms: A bi-term is made of two words syntatially linked as �Nobel Prize�. If a bi-termis in the question and in the passage, then the words are likely to have the same meaning.Eah of these terms onstitutes a feature given to desribe a passage. These elements areautomatially reognized by the question analysis module of FRASQUES.3.2 Answer veri�ationAnother feature is based on the answer extrated from the passage by FRASQUES. If the FRASQUESanswer is equal to the answer to judge, the latter is probably orret.The extration strategy of FRASQUES depends on the expeted type of answer. If this type isa named entity, the entity of the expeted type whih is losest to the question words is seleted.Otherwise, patterns of extration are used. These patterns express the possible position of theanswer with respet to the question harateristis suh as the fous or the expeted type of theanswer.4WEKA : http://www.s.waikato.a.nz/ml/weka



3.3 Longuest ommon hain of wordsThis feature relies on the proximity of the ommon terms. The system looks for the longuestommon string of onseutive words in the passage and the hypothesis without onsidering theirorder. The hypothesis orresponds to the a�rmative form of the question onatenated with theanswer.To ompute this hain, the strategy is the following:1. In order to failitate the omparison between the text and the hypothesis, the words arenormalized (lemmatization and bringing of synonyms together).2. The algorithm looks for the longest groups of adjaent words ommon to the question andthe hypothesis.3. A string is initialized with eah of these groups. Eah string will grow by onatenatingadjaent groups (or groups that are separate by allowed items like a omma or a determinant).The groups an also be separated by one plain word ounting as a bonus. Only one bonusis allowed.For example, when omparing the strings �Elisabeth 2, l'atuelle reine� (Elisabeth II, theurrent queen) and �Elisabeth 2 reine� (Elisabeth II queen), �Elisabeth 2� and �reine� arejoigned beause they are separated by a determinant (�l' �), a omma and only one otherword (�atuelle�).4. The longest hain is seleted and the value of the feature is the ratio between the numberof words in the hain and the number of words in the hypothesis.3.4 Cheking the answer type with WikipediaA lot of questions expet an answer of a spei�ed type. For example the question �What sport didZinédine Zidane pratie?� expets a kind of sport as answer. To verify the type of the answer,we use the enylopaedia Wikipedia5.The hypothesis is that if the type an be found in the Wikipedia page orresponding to theanswer, we onsider that the answer orresponds to the expeted type.The method looks for the type in the Wikipedia page whose title ontains the answer. If thetype is found, the value of the feature is 1 else it is 0. For questions without expeted type, thevalue is -1.3.5 FIDJI featuresSome features oming from FIDJI are also added:
• Whether FIDJI validated, ignored (known by below the threshold) or rejeted (unknown)the answer;
• Good or bad named entity type;
• Rate of missing dependanies in the passage.4 Results and ommentsO�ial results for our two runs are given in Tables 1.a (run based on syntati relations) and 1.b(ombining di�erent harateristis by the use of a lassi�er and inluding as supplementary featurethe rate of presene of dependeny relations given by FIDJI).5Wikipedia : http://fr.wikipedia.org



a. Results for FIDJI alone runF measure 0.57Preision over YES pairs 0.88Reall over YES pairs 0.42qa auray 0.19estimated_qa_performane 0.29
b. Results for ML run with FIDJIF measure 0.61Preision over YES pairs 0.75Reall over YES pairs 0.52qa auray 0.23estimated_qa_performane 0.32Table 1: O�ial AVE 2008 results.F measure 0.63Preision over YES pairs 0.67Reall over YES pairs 0.60Table 2: Results without dependeny relationsTable 2 shows the results obtained when we do not inlude harateristis oming from theFIDJI system. Finally, a baseline for Frenh AVE, provided by the organizers and presented inTable 3, orresponds to the strategy onsisting in answering YES to eah pair.Now, the question is to know the signi�ation of this test set. This year, the Frenh test setis made of 199 triples, built from 108 di�erent questions. There are 1.8 triples in average for eahquestion : 39 questions have 1 answer to justify, 47 questions have 2 answers, and 22 questionshave 3 proposed answers. The ratio of validated pairs is 29%, that is to say that only 52 triplesare orret. These are the results provided by one partiipant to the monolingual Frenh QA taskand the bilingual tasks with Frenh as target. Thus, the answers result from a single system.If we ompare this test set to the test set provided for Frenh in 2006, there were 5 di�erentsystems that have given 3200 answers to 190 questions : among them, 627 answers were justi�ed.So, the urrent test set ould only measure the ability of a AVE system to evaluate the resultsof one QA system, whih is the best system in this language, but annot allow to measure itsability in a general exerie of answer validation. Moreover, are the results really signi�ant whenthey are alulated over a total of 50? One answer is equivalent to 2 points.The goal of an evaluation ampaign is generally twofold : to provide ressoures allowing todevelop systems able to solve a task and omparing the di�erent approahes developed for thistask. In order to tend towards these goals, the Frenh AVE test set ould not only be made of theresults of the urrent QA traks. It ought to be ompleted so that the number of examples willbe signi�ant and the phenomena to treat representative of a task, and not of a system.Another important point onerns the de�nition of what a justi�ation of an answer to a ques-tion is. Whih piees of information must the passage ontain? In AVE, it seems that if the orretanswer is in the passage, it is validated, even if the topi is only present with an anaphora, as inthe following pair:Q: Combien la ville de Colombo omptait-elle d'habitants en 2001? (How many inhabitantsare there in Colombo in 2001 ? )A: 377 396J: La ville ompte 377 396 habitants en 2001 pour 2 234 289 dans l'agglomération et 'est la villela plus peuplée du Sri Lanka, ainsi que le ½ur de l'ativité ommeriale de e pays. (The town has377 396 inhabitants in 2001 ...) F measure 0.45Preision over YES pairs 0.29Reall over YES pairs 1Table 3: baselines Results



Whithout reading the doument that ontains this passage, it is not possible to assert that �Laville (the town)� is �Colombo�, even if the name of the doument is COLOMBO. The only nameof a Wikipedia page annot allow to verify the referene of the anaphora.5 ConlusionWe have presented in this paper two strategies for deiding if an answer to a question is justi�edby a given extrat of text.The �rst is based on a syntati approah in order to verify that not only the voabulary issimilar between the question and the passage, but also that this voabulary is used in the samemeaning. This is done by verifying the similarity of the relations between the orresponding terms.Some heuristis are then hosen for deiding if a passage justi�es or not an answer.Suh an approah has good performanes at the preision level, but the reall remains low,beause of errors done by the syntati parser, as in all these kind of approahes. So, we alsotested another approah onsisting in deiding if a passage is a justi�ation or not aording to aset of features. The deision is the result of a lassi�er, automatially trained. These last approahhas been developed last year, and we have added this year a new feature based on the dependenyrelations. We have to test our results on other orpora in order to validate the gain that thisfeature seems to bring out.Referenes[1℄ A.Ligozat, B. Grau, A. Vilnat, I. Robba, and A. Grappy. Lexial validation of answers inquestion answering. In Proeedings of workshop on Web Intelligene, WI, Silion Valley, 2007.[2℄ G. Bouma, I. Fahmi, J. Mur, G. van Noord, L. van der Plas, and J. Tiedemann. Linguistiknowledge and question answering. Traitement automatique des langues, 46, 2007.[3℄ D. Bourigault and C. Fabre. Approhe linguistique pour l'analyse syntaxique de orpus.Cahiers de Grammaire, 25, 2000.[4℄ F. Elkateb. Extration d'entités nommées pour la reherhe d'informations préise. In 4émeongrès ISKO-Frane, L'organisation des onnaissanes, Grenoble, 2003.[5℄ A. Grappy, A. Ligozat, and B. Grau. Evaluation de la réponse d'un système de question-réponseet de sa justi�ation. In Proeedings of workshop on COnférene en Reherhe d'Informationet Appliations, CORIA, Trégastel, 2008.[6℄ B. Grau, A. Ligozat, I. Robba, A. Vilnat, and L. Moneaux. Frasques: A question-answeringsystem in the equer evaluation ampaign. In Proeedings of workshop on Language RessoureEvaluation Conferene, LREC, Genoa, 2006.[7℄ C. Jaquemin. A symboli and surgial aquisition of terms through variation. In Con-netionist, Statistial and Symboli Approahes to Learning for Natural Language Proessing,Heidelberg, 1996.[8℄ B. Katz and J. Lin. Seletively using relations to improve preision in question answering.In Proeedings of workshop on Natural Language Proessing for Question Answering, EACL,Budapest, 1999.


